
Applying Self Adhesive Tapes - For Best Results
Tubeway’s uPVC Extrusions s  ck easily, cleanly and permanently to most surfaces, follow these 6 simple steps:

1)  CHOOSE CAREFULLY 2)  PREPARE THE SURFACE 

4)  STICK EXTRUSION IN PLACE 5)  ALLOW TIME TO FULLY SET

Pick the right tape for the surface and the right 
width for the weight. See our tape matrix for 
help with this.

Wipe surfaces clean of dust and dirt. If in doubt, 
degrease using our Surface Prepera  on Wipes. 
(Isopropyl alcohol and water mix)

Apply tape as required, avoiding fi nger contact 
with adhesive or extrusion. Roll to remove air 
bubbles for the best long term adhesion.

Tape is clean, easy and quick to use, giving    
consistent results. Recover your energy in an 
appropriate manner and on to the next job!

Our tapes have grab strength but take 20 mins 
to reach 50% strength and 72 hours to fully set. 
Avoid excessive heat, cold or force un  l set

Remove tape liner, apply extrusion to substrate 
and apply fi rm pressure to gain maximum         
adhesion, especially on rough surfaces.

3)  ADD TAPE TO EXTRUSION

6)  SIT BACK AND ADMIRE 



Self Adhesive Tape - FAQs November 2019

Tubeway’s range of self-adhesive tapes are selected for their ability to provide a las  ng bond between our rigid and fl exible PVC products and almost every 
type of surface. Here are answers to some common ques  ons we are asked:

Ques  on: Do temperature extremes aff ect tape?

Answer: Yes, most tapes need +10 degrees C for 
the chemical reac  on needed to fully bond; any 
colder can impede this. Excessive heat can melt 
the adhesive or dry it out un  l set. Once the 
adhesive sets it can withstand colder and ho  er                
temperatures.

Ques  on: Can tapes be applied in wet condi  ons? 

Answer: No, water or moisture acts as a barrier 
between the adhesive and the surface you are 
s  cking to. Damp or wet condi  ons will prevent 
bonding. 

Ques  on: Once applied, will tape withstand    
moisture? 

Answer: Yes, once the adhesive has set there 
should be no problem.

Ques  on: What else prevents tape bonding     
properly? 

Answer: Anything that creates a barrier between 
adhesive and surface e.g. grease and dirt. This 
could be on the surface itself or be transferred 
from fi ngers when handling the tape.         

Ques  on: How should tape be stored? 

Answer: Ideally a cool dry place, away from natural 
light.

Ques  on: How long does it take tape to fully 
bond? 

Answer: It depends on the temperature, as colder 
condi  ons make it a longer process, but allowing 
72 hours is good prac  ce, if you can. Avoid undue 
stress, temperature extremes and contaminants 
during this period for best results.

Ques  on: Will tape grip before it fully sets? 

Answer: Yes, our tapes have an instant grab, so 
be careful when applying. They will reach 50% 
strength in approx. 20 minutes.

Ques  on: What are tape liners? 

Answer: The liner is the backing on the adhesive 
tape that is peeled away immediately before use. 
It is coloured to help iden  fy the type of tape; it 
protects the adhesive from air and contaminants 
and will release easily during use of the tape.  

Ques  on: Can all surfaces be stuck to with tape? 

Answer: No, although most allow easy bonding, 
certain “low surface energy” materials are more 
diffi  cult and require specialist adhesive. The most 
common are polypropylene, polyethylene and 
silicone.

Ques  on: Is tape suitable for use on wallpaper or 
paint? 

Answer: Yes, tape can deal with both of these, but 
bear in mind that undue stress could result in the 
tape coming away with a layer of paper or paint, as 
these will fail before the bond.

Ques  on: Why would I use tape over a liquid    
sealant or glue? 

Answer: Less  me, mess and waste. Easier to 
achieve neat and consistent results.

Ques  on: Does tape ever fail? 

Answer: Yes, although the most common            
reasons for failing are picking the wrong tape 
or ignoring guidelines for use and installa  on.              
Installing close to a heat source will eventually dry 
out the adhesive, pu   ng tape in direct sunlight can 
cause a foam substrate to deteriorate over  me.

Ques  on: What tape is best for a textured surface? 

Answer: Foam tape, which has a so   core, will 
mould itself to a porous or uneven surface and give 
much be  er adhesion than a thinner or solid tape.

Ques  on: How do I know if I’ve bought the right 
tape before I commit to using it? 

Answer: Test the tape, you will quickly discover if it 
meets your expecta  ons and you will get a feel for 
how it will behave on installa  on.
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